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mel· a· mine 
A white crystalline compound used in the making of plastics. 
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More than baby formula 
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Cyromazine?
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What other impacts might melamine have???
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Scoping Reviews
• New to environmental health research.

• Determination of body of evidence maturity.

• Identification of research gaps.

• Pinpoint bodies of evidence for systematic review.
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Objectives of study
• Determine if a recommendation for systematic 
review of a specific endpoint is feasible.

• Identify research gaps.

• Prioritize future research.
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Methods
• Developed search logic.

• Performed electronic searches using PubMed and 
Web of Science up to November 2016.

• Screened articles using DistillerSR®.

• Completed summary level data extraction.
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Results
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Articles 

Excluded Included

• 100% published between 2010-2016

• 74% assessed in vivo models 

• 35% assessed in vitro models
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Endpoint Distribution
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Anthropometric 
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• Endpoints for analysis included body weight, body length, 
and fetal growth.

• Studies had measures from several different life stages.

• Models included fish, rodent, human, and chicken.

• No relevant mechanistic data seems to be available.



Reproductive
• Studies of both male and female reproduction were found. 

Endpoints included sperm count, follicular atresia, and oocyte 
competence. 

• There were studies that might provide mechanistic support.

• Replication of endpoints maybe lacking.

• While different models included rodents and chicken there are 
no human studies available. 
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Neurophysiological
• There were several studies that replicated similar endpoints 

primarily evaluations related to hippocampal function.

• In vitro assessments were completed that might provide 
mechanistic support.

• Relevant studies were completed in rodents and fish but none 
in humans.

• There were also behavioral studies that could be incorporated 
that assessed learning and memory.
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Future Directions
• Lack of human studies.

• Lack of mechanistic studies.

• Little to no research on immune, cardiovascular, 
respiratory, metabolic endpoints.
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Recommendations
• Identified three areas that could be assessed using 

systematic review.

• For reproduction and anthropometric endpoints more 
studies in humans and more mechanistic support might 
strengthen these bodies of evidence.

• Neurophysiological area had the most robust literature 
base and is likely the best to move forward to systematic 
review.
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Thanks
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